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Delivers a modern-day solution tailored for the employee.
ConnectMe enables a digital workplace using data and insights to connect the workforce to 
what they need, when and where they need it.

Digital workplace

Cloud-based subscription product

Portal, mobile, workflow, case and knowledge management 
for HR service delivery

Enabled with HR transformation best practices and insights

Easily integrates with other HR systems and service providers

Establish a 
digital workplace 
that empowers 
employees to 

make quick, informed 
decision 

on demand

Digital HR

Deloitte’s Human Capital Transformation best practices 
are embedded within ConnectMe to provide a baseline 

solution for HR service center capabilities.

Omni-channel support enables HR to quickly and efficiently 
answer employees’ questions via email and chat, as well 

as attach files, links and relevant articles.

Dynamic forms automate business rules and solve 
the immediate needs HCM system cannot.

Advanced analytics aggregate user interactions to 
allow HR to continually improve content and processes 

based on what’s important to the workforce.

Contextualized experiences allow HR to populate the 
knowledge base with the most relevant, searched articles.

Contextualizes 
knowledge articles, task lists, and content based 

on an employee’s role, location, and job title.

Integrated support channels via email, chat, and phone to 
provide quick answers to pressing questions.

Social ranking so employees can find the most 
relevant and popular content ranked by their peers HR.

Streamlined dashboard that removes the need to access 
multiple systems for information.

Enables employees to communicate, 
collaborate and make work/life 

decisions on demand.

Simplifes the service delivery model; simplifies 
complexities of HR’s day-to-day by providing tools 
they need to meet the needs of the organization.

Accessing HR content is as easy and simple as interacting 
with consumer based websites – immediate and stress 

free. 
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Contact connectme@deloitte.com and visit www.deloitte.com/connectme for more information.
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Simplifying the workplace—and life: Connecting HR customers to what matters most
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Smart
Personalized content 

and experiences
tailored to what is 

important to 
Employees

Empowers
Simplify HR 

interactions and 
connect with 

Employees - how 
and when they want

Intuitive
As easy to use as 

your favorite 
consumer apps…  

helping Employees 
to be more 
productive
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